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A discussion of my attempts to create a kanchala, modernly known as a choli, based 

upon a mid-16th century Mewari manuscript. My assertion is that a valid medieval 

garment can be created using observations from illuminations alone in the absence 

of extant garments from that time period. 
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Introduction and History 

 

A kanchala, modernly known as a choli, is a stitched garment from the Indian subcontinent 

that covers the upper torso and provides breast support. This garment has a wide variety 

of shapes, mostly combining breast support and sleeves. The earliest depictions of this 

basic shape of garment are found in the Ajanta caves, which contain huge murals from the 

Gupta period, 8th-10th century AD.  From the mid-15th through the mid-16th century in the 

Mewari region of northern India, which includes northern Gujarat and southern Rajasthan, 

a blossoming of Hindu culture produced a large number of painted manuscripts depicting 

the fashions of the day, including the kanchala. Costume trends can be followed closely as 

they change over time from these manuscripts.  

 

For years I have been developing a pattern that would produce a garment that was closer 

to the silhouette and fit from these mid-16th century manuscripts. Many costumers and 

people interested in Indian costume have published choli patterns, but they are all based 

on modifying modern Indian and American cholis. None of them come close to the distinct 

silhouette of the kanchala in the 16th century Mewari manuscripts.   

 

My approach is different. I believe a more authentic garment can be created by focusing on 

the specific silhouette and fit, using every clue possible from the art available, without 

looking to modern extant garments.  

 

Painting 36 

Caurapancasika 1550 



Pattern development 

 

Adapting Modern Patterns 

 

I started with the modern Fat Chance Belly Dance choli pattern commonly available about 8 

years ago. This pattern is no longer being made, but Charles Mellor, known as Master 

Rashid in the East Kingdom, has published a virtually indistinguishable version. The FCBD 

pattern fit some of the silhouette desires (open back, simple construction, good fit, no 

"uniboob”) but not others (cut of the back, length, bulk under the arms).  

 

 
 

From the FCBD pattern I developed my own pattern, changing some of the more obvious 

elements of the FCBD pattern to come closer to the silhouette of the manuscripts I was 

trying to replicate. I changed the deep v neck to a high neckline with deeply curved pieces 

joining the center two front pieces to keep the garment shaped to the body. The FCBD 

pattern was pure rectangular construction- no curves. Since I had no real evidence whether 

the Hindus limited themselves to rectangular construction or not, I decided that fit was 

more important than assuming I was limited to rectangular construction. This pattern is 

also relatively easy to fit to a wide range of body shapes and breast sizes and provides 

excellent support, even for large-breasted women. I still knew it wasn't right.  

 



 
 

1. Drafting a Pattern from Illuminations 

 

Then I found the book that brought it all together. The Caurapancasika is a love story in 

poetic verses, written by a poet named Bilhana in the 11th century. This story was 

illuminated over and over again all over India through the medieval period. This 

manuscript of Caurapancasika is thought to have been painted in Mewar by most art 

history authors. The evolution of the Western costume can be traced from the 15th century 

Jain and Maru-Gurjar paintings through the 16th century, providing a graphic “pattern of 

fashion”. The fashions of the Caurapancasika are true reflections of the Maru-Gurjar 

tradition in the Kingdom of Mewar, one of the last bastions of Hindu culture in a time of 

Muslim invasion and domination. 1 The manuscript is now dispersed to various museums, 

but almost the entire folio was gathered together for publication in 1967.  It was in this 

book that I finally found the Holy Grail of costumers with no extant pieces- a painting with 

seam lines. 

 

Lady Greet Gjitsberg of An Dun Theine, Meridies, came down to assist in the patterning. We 

now knew the shape the garment was supposed to be and we knew where some of the 

seams were supposed to go. We had an existing pattern that worked well to shape and 

support the breasts. She decided the best way to create the new pattern was to drape-fit a 

new garment and then cut it apart along the lines we saw in the manuscript. Then we could 

take the resulting pieces and attempt to sew them back together into a garment. 
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  Pp. 16-18 (Vasishtha, 1997) 



 
 

Once these new pattern pieces were cut out and sewn back together we started fitting. A 

kanchala is basically a bra with sleeves. We made the assumption based on the paintings 

that this garment was supposed to shape the breasts in a particular way, basically high and 

round.  

 

This assumption was not made quickly. The Caurapancasika comes from an art tradition 

that is highly stylized and coming from an earlier and even more stylized tradition, mostly 

described as the Early Western India Tradition. 2The obvious stylization of the paintings 

caused me to look elsewhere for more realistic paintings showing the same garment. 

I found these in Mughal paintings from right around the turn of the century. The Mughal 

paintings, even though they are from 50 years later and slightly north-east of the Mewari 

paintings, show such similar lines of the garments that we decided this was good 

corroboration between realism and stylization. This corroboration seemed to show the 

garment portrayed in the Mewari paintings was an actual garment and the seam lines could 

be realistically portrayed in the Mewari paintings. 
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  (Vasishtha, 1997) pp. 15, 24-25 



Improvements between my Original Pattern Attempt and Current Patterns 

 

In this painting, known as “Women at the Well in 

Kanchinpur”, 3 not only was the rounded back 

opening the same as the depictions in the Mewari 

paintings from 50 years earlier, but the embroidery 

was in the same places- especially the flower-shaped 

embroidery around the nipples.  It was this specific 

style with the widely rounded back opening and the 

narrow sides that so intrigued me. Unfortunately 

even in the "Women at the well" painting, the seam 

lines are not actually drawn in, so we are left with the 

Mewari paintings alone for at least some of the seam 

lines. 

 

The most important change between my original 

garment construction and the new patterns was the 

seam line obviously running from the armpit region 

across the front of the garment upwards to the piece 

of fabric which I originally thought worked as both 

shoulder and sleeve of the garment, instead of the 

straight seam at the shoulder with attached 

rectangular sleeve in my original pattern.  

 

Another radical change is the shape of the back. The original pattern was built with an 

attached rectangular panel which attached to the inside of the garment and the armpit 

gusset, which the ties across the back were attached to. The ties at top and bottom already 

shaped this into a curve across the back, but a more exaggerated curve was desired, which 

would expose the ribs on the sides of the garment. This 

seemed impossible with a separate back panel, which 

would have to be so deeply curved as to lose all structural 

integrity. However, the move to a single shoulder/sleeve 

piece seemed to solve this problem. The shoulder attaches 

to itself under the arm and the deep curve comes from the 

front pieces of the garment, and attach from the front of 

the garment and not from a separate piece attached on the 

back. Finding "Women at the Well of Kanchinpur" 

painting confirmed that I had been placing the top tie far 

too low on the back, sometimes as low as between the 

shoulder blades, and indeed the shoulder/sleeve piece 

curved outwards to form the attachment for the top tie. 

This construction proved to be significantly more 

comfortable and did not hinder movement as the lower top 

tie sometimes could.   
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  P.225 (Leach, 1995) 

Women at the Well in Kanchinpur 

Mughal, 1603/4 (cropped for size) 

Painting 36 

Caurapancasika 1550 

(cropped for size, enlarged to show 

detail of seam lines) 



 

 

The only painting I could reference at the time was the 

Women at the Well painting. As you can see on the lower-

left figure, the curve of the kanchala’s back does not even 

reach the curve of the armpit, but is several inches further 

out on the back, covering more of the shoulder blade. I 

decided the only way to relieve that stress point was to 

move the entire back curve down and lengthen the 

shoulder piece to meet the breast piece.  

 

The pattern piece of the most contention was how to shape 

the breasts themselves. This I kept from my original 

pattern. Each breast is shaped by two curved pieces with 

the seam running vertically in a curve directly over the 

nipple. This shape works well and does form the correct "high, round and separated" 

silhouette seen in the paintings. 

 

The whole point of this exercise was to create a garment without relying on modern 

garments. However, extant women's cholis from the 19th century show a different 

construction with the breast shaped by two moon-shaped pieces with the center seam 

running horizontally across the nipple or made from three triangles4 . I have not attempted 

construction using these alternate shapes, but it may be more authentic.  
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  Pp. 237-243 (Kumar, 1999) 

Women at the Well in Kanchinpur 

Mughal, 1603/4 (cropped for size, 

enlarged to show detail) 



Next Pattern Changes- Red Cotton Kanchala 

 

In order to test the viability of this pattern for a higher level of historical authenticity, I 

decided to sew a kanchala from the pattern completely by hand and embroider the piece 

once it was complete. In studying the manuscript again extremely closely several months 

later, something new popped out at me that had not when we drafted the original pattern. 

 

If my premise, that the solid and dotted lines running 

from armpit to neckline in the illuminations are 

indicative of seam lines, is true, then the solid and 

dotted lines just under the point of the shoulder on 

almost all of the kanchalas are also seam lines. These 

kanchalas have separate sleeve pieces. 

 

The sleeve is at a strange place, though, it seems to be 

low below the point of the shoulder, as seen above in 

painting 36.  This causes the sleeve to be attached only 

to the shoulder seam ¾ of the way around. The sleeve 

is entirely unattached under the arm in the current 

pattern. 

 

However, another problem presented itself after long-

term wearing of a kanchala based on this pattern. To 

achieve the proper curving under the arm, the 

shoulder/sleeve piece and the breast-covering pieces join at a single point directly under 

the back point of the armpit. Even with strong seam binding at this junction, it becomes an 

uncomfortable stress point. After I cut the shoulder piece and sleeve piece apart, the stress 

point became even more pronounced.  

 



Final Pattern Change- Blue Silk Kanchala 

 

The next pattern changes address the stress point under the arm, the detached sleeve, and 

the gaping of the sides.  

 

At this point I was questioning every supposition up to this point. I 

started completely over again, drape-fitting several new patterns 

from various interpretations of the paintings, including one that only 

had seams down center front, attached sleeves and side darts for 

shaping. None of them gave the combination of breast definition and 

support that the previous front gave. I also tried several variations 

for the piecing under the arms. 

 

Eventually I worked my way back to the pattern of the green cotton 

kanchala. I created a “duct tape body double” to solve the 

impossibility of drape-fitting a garment on myself, and re-cut the 

front four breast shaping pieces. Then I drew on the body double 

where the stress point was and the seam lines of the old pattern. This 

helped greatly in determining where the new seams needed to be to 

avoid that stress point. I also found another painting showing the 

back of a choli, and this one 25 years earlier than the “Women at the Well of Kanchinpur” 

painting. This painting shows the beautiful moon back shape, again with the high top ties 

and the curve is well across her shoulders. 5I knew I was going in a valid direction. 

 

The final solution lay in sacrificing some of the deep shaping over the ribs for comfort. I 

moved the entire curve over an inch and a half over the shoulder blades, extended the 

outside breast piece to meet that point, and cut it in half diagonally to attempt to shape the 

top and bottom piece enough to prevent gaping at the sides. The extensions worked to 

avoid the stress point, but it still gaped.  

 

I cut the pattern again with 

the outer breast piece intact 

and tried it on. The only 

way left was a dart. I pinned 

the dart, sewed it in place, 

and tried it on again. Perfect 

fit, no gaping. I still do not 

know if darts were even 

used in medieval Indian 

garments, but this is one 

instance where I’m relying 

on lack of evidence not 

being evidence of lack. 
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  P. 216 (Leach, 1995) 

Tuti-nama 1580: 

detail from “The 

Beauty is married to 

the Idiot” Folio p.1.36 



Painting 28, Caurapancasika 

1550 (cropped for size) 

Construction- Green Cotton Kanchala 

 

Cotton and silk were both extremely common textiles 

in this region of Indian in the mid-16th century. 6 I 

chose a slightly coarse tabby weave cotton as I thought 

the slightly open weave of the cotton would mold to 

my shape better with wear, and it does. This type of 

cotton could easily be considered a calico under 

Sangar’s definitions in Indian Textiles in the 

Seventeenth century. 

 

I do not know if this exact shade of acid green is 

documentable, but there are several shades of green 

silk embroidery thread in the extant 16th century 

Hardwick Hall embroideries created in Gujarat 7 and 

similar shades are often seen in paintings. There was even a specific kind of cotton cloth 

called “popenjaes” for its parrot-green color in the mid-17th century. 8 The existence of 

green pigments used for cloth seems well-established.  

 

The kanchala’s construction seams are sewn with a plain 

straight stitch on a sewing machine for strength. The inside 

seams are all hand-finished with commercial 100% cotton 

thread in a closely matching green color. The inside seams 

are mostly pressed flat, turned under on both sides and 

stitched down. A few seams are flat-felled for additional 

strength in areas I felt would receive a lot of stress. All of 

the edges are encased with narrow seam binding made of 

strips of the same green cotton material.  

 

The seam bindings were not cut on the bias. Cutting strips 

of cloth across the weave would certainly have been 

possible with cloth woven in India; some cotton fabrics 

were woven two yards wide. 9 However, I did not have sufficient yardage to cut the strips 

on the bias. Due to the narrow width of the seam binding I do not know if cutting the strips 

on the bias would have added much benefit. 

 

After this kanchala was completed and worn for a few hours, a significant problem began to 

develop. The sides of the garment began gaping significantly as the material loosened on 

my body. After three hours of wear the gape was significant enough to expose the sides of 

my breasts, even with the seam binding.  

                                                           
6
 Pp. 2-28  (Sangar, 1998), p. 302-303  (Sharma, 1968),  pp.87-96  (al-Mubarak, 1873), Preface  (Schwartz, 1969) 

7
 Pp. 249-250 “The Earliest Survivors? The Indian Embroideries at Hardwick Hall” (Crill, 2006)  

8
 P.28  (Sangar, 1998) 

9
 P. 9  (Sangar, 1998) 

Above: Krishna Defeats the Demon  

Bhagavata Purana 1540 (cropped for size) 



 

To correct this, I removed the seam binding on the 

sides and cut a v-shape out of the side. I stitched this 

back together and then stitched a patch of matching 

fabric over the inside to add strength, and then I 

stitched the seam binding back on, adjusting for the 

loss of length on the sides. I then shortened the 

pattern by ½ inch on the outside (rib) edge and 

increased the curve, thinking this would reduce the 

gaping. 

 

 



Construction- Red Cotton Kanchala 

 

This kanchala has several changes over the green cotton kanchala. I hand-sewed all of the 

construction seams using backstitch in store-bought 100% cotton thread in a matching red 

color. I chose backstitch for sheer durability. This is a close-fitting garment that is 

responsible for full breast support and full arm movement. The backstitch is the strongest 

stitch I know for hand sewing. 

 

The finishing seams are sewn with the same 100% 

cotton red thread. Some seams are flat-felled for 

additional strength and some are folded under and 

stitched down on both sides for flatness and reduced 

bulk.  

 

The decision to remove the sleeves was made after the 

garment was already cut out and hand sewn together. 

There was not enough material left to re-cut the sleeves 

to make up for the loss in length. I decided that the slight 

loss in length was worth the more-correct pattern. The 

sleeve/side piece was removed, the actual “sleeve” cut 

off, and then re-sewn onto the shoulder. 

 

The final change is the choice of contrasting seam 

bindings. I originally thought that the white outlines on 

the kanchalas in the paintings were simply artistic 

rendering. However, on closer examination I noticed that 

even on the colored kanchalas, the ties were always white, see above painting 36. Although 

this could also be artistic rendering to make the ties more visible against the background 

color, I have chosen to interpret this detail as contrasting seam bindings. I chose to use 

medium weight white linen for the seam bindings on this kanchala. Linen might not have 

been available but I was unable at the time to find white cotton of a similar enough weight 

and weave to the red cotton to use as seam binding for this garment.  

 

The red choli had significant fit problems due to the 

removal and reattachment of the sleeves. The long, 

narrow double underarms seam gave the wrong 

shape causing serious discomfort.  I thought the 

answer may be to decrease the curve over the 

shoulder blades and along the rib-edge to give more 

coverage around the ribs, but this would negatively 

affect the “moon back” effect that I’m striving for, 

losing the round shape created by the curves.  



Construction- Blue Silk Kanchala 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Cotton Osnaberg final pattern Cotton Osnaberg final pattern, back view 

Before trimming to proper “moon” shape 

along shoulderblades 
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